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THE INTERVIEW 

Hello there! You are welcome to this grand interview. It was conducted by an Eqay Inspire 

Representative to reveal deep truths about Lucifer, his operations, our existence, our future, and why 

things are how they are.  When you see “EI Rep,” the “Eqay Inspire Representative” is the one talking.  

It’s a pretty long conversation. You may need to get a quiet space first. And we hope and pray this 

interview serves its purpose in shaping your life for the better, because you may never hear from Lucifer 

in such a manner ever again.  

It is in three main parts. Are you ready for it? Let’s go! 

 

INTRODUCTORY CHAT SURROUNDING THE TRUE SOURCE OF EVIL 

EI Rep: Mr Satan, you are welcome on Eqay Inspire.  

Lucifer: Thank you very much and for the opportunity to finally be straightforward with humanity. I 

must say you have a beautiful office. So I suppose I'm welcome here anytime?  

EI Rep: Haha...don’t start with your smart moves, Satan. You know the answer to that, don't you?  

Lucifer (In a stiff tone): I'll prefer you call me Lucifer, not Satan.  

[Notice: he did not answer the immediate question!] 

EI Rep: Ok Mr Lucifer, but may we know why you don’t like to be called Satan?  

Lucifer: Satan is mostly associated with evil, so calling me by that makes me feel as though I'm evil.  

EI Rep: Oh really? Wow...so after inflicting pain, disaster, death, disease and misfortune on people, 

you're not evil?  

Lucifer: You misunderstand me. I don’t perform even half of the evil you see.  

EI Rep: Is that the real truth, Lucifer? 

Lucifer: Of course. I told you I’ll be honest with you during this entire interview. 

EI Rep: So who do you blame for all the evil? God?  

Lucifer: Men are the perpetrators of the evil around. You see, let me confess one thing to you…I am not 

allowed to perform any task on earth without the direct endorsement and assistance of men. I cannot 

shoot people. I cannot throw nuclear bombs. I cannot pour acid on people. I cannot rape, commit 

genocide, and all of that. Men do these things.  

EI Rep: Wait a minute…who causes men to do these things? 

Lucifer: There is nothing wrong with suggesting ideas to people, is there? That is just what I do. And God 

does the same thing. My job is to propose to you that the way to satisfy your displeasure at someone is 
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to pull the trigger at them. God will also tell you to love and forgive. We both say our pieces, and it is left 

with men to choose what they want as their solution. 

EI Rep: Interesting. But honestly, Lucifer, what in your opinion is the reason someone would decide to go 

your way instead of God’s? 

Lucifer:  You should ask them. They make the choices, not me. 

EI Rep: Mmmm… what about… 

Lucifer: But if you ask me, it is simply because my solutions offer instant gratification. God’s solutions 

mostly offer gratification only in the long-term. Since humans are so impatient, they fall for mine most 

of the time. Now ask your question. What about what? 

EI Rep: Yes, yes, you are blaming men for the troubles, but what about the demonic possessions people 

have. If you possess someone, aren't their evil deeds directly influenced by you?  

Lucifer: How could you be so mean to me? How can you not want us to possess people? The spirit of 

your God lives in you and that is fine. But you find it inappropriate for mine to do same. If that is your 

idea, then you have no argument. I’m only doing what your God also does. 

EI Rep: You are right. You may be doing something God does but you are *not* like God and that’s not 

even the argument. Our point is you mastermind every evil. And please we are not comfortable with you 

comparing yourself to God, so kindly halt that at this point. 

Lucifer: I get it. All I also want you to understand is, there wouldn’t be any evil in the world if not for 

men. Even if you say we possess and work through them, men have the ultimate say to make 

themselves inhabitable to us or not. Therefore, if we possess anyone, they have a hand in it. 

EI Rep: You’ve made valid arguments, Lucifer. But coming down to the point, don’t run away from the 

fact that you are evil. You have done well to list the evils men have a hand in, but what about the 

Tsunami’s, flood and fire disasters and the earthquakes? Who is responsible if not you?  

Lucifer: No-matter how you look at it, men are responsible. First of all, we can say some of these 

disasters are truly “natural.” Because your book even talks about they happening as signs of the end-

time. But even then, it is men, because God created a perfect world. Everything started to deteriorate at 

the point when man disobeyed God.  

The account of Job will tell you, I cannot take people’s lives until God permits me to. All I do is to 

convince men to do things that will draw them away from God, so I can take control, or things that will 

make them either kill themselves or one another. That’s all. Men do all the rest. 

EI Rep: You have made your point, but we still disagree, Lucifer. Man would not have disobeyed God if 

not for you. And the evil that men do would not have existed if not for the foul ideas you keep injecting in 

their minds. But let’s move away from that now.  
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LET’S GO BACK IN TIME 
Let’s talk about your past. Tell us, what at all caused you to rebel against God? Did you not like the 

mansion, influence and talent He bestowed on you? 

Lucifer: I am not sure you want to hear this answer. 

EI Rep: Tell us… 

Lucifer: Well, honestly I did like them but for two things. I wanted more; I wanted to be worshipped like 

He is worshipped. And secondly, I figured man was to be created in His image and it occurred to me we 

were going to be at the service of men. I hated that idea. 

EI Rep: Wow. Interesting, but is this what you said we did not want to hear? 

Lucifer: Not exactly, but since you are determined to know, I wanted to overthrow your God.  

EI Rep: Hmm….how shoul…how… how could…hmm. 

Lucifer: Take it easy…it’s not that bad. 

EI Rep: No no no, Lucifer. This is not funny. How could you even think you would be successful with that? 

Lucifer: You have no idea how powerful and influential I was and am. I won one-third of the entire host 

of angels to my side, remember?  

EI Rep: Well, good job, but see where it has brought you. But wait…you said you hated the idea of man 

being created like God. What at all have men done to deserve all this hatred from you?  

Lucifer: Imagine being the firstborn with a good relationship with your father. Then all of a sudden, 

there is another child, and your dad begins to show more affection and love to him than you. And worse 

of all, you are made to be at the service of that child. Who wouldn’t be upset? 

EI Rep: No, but God was not being unfair. He made you special. An angel of light. A morning star. He 

bestowed His glory on you and put you in His own presence. Even the men you’re so jealous of were 

going to live on earth, and not heaven like you. And furthermore, your analogy is incorrect, because you 

were not produced as a son. Your nature is an angel, not man. Men, on the other hand were made as 

sons, so you couldn’t be treated the same way. Each creature had their own advantages and you only 

had to appreciate the loving God’s blessings on your life for all of us to live in harmony. 

Lucifer: Are you interviewing me, or yourself? Why are you answering the questions for me? 

EI Rep: Sorry that offends you, but this is not only an interview, Lucifer. Our main aim is to reveal truth to 

our readers. So we cannot sit by and watch when we detect misinformation. 

Lucifer: Please let’s proceed. 

EI Rep: Okay, now please tell us this… Honestly speaking, is hell real?  

Lucifer: (with a moderate smile) So you also doubt it? 

EI Rep: Speak categorically, Lucifer. Is hell real or not?  
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Lucifer: Why don’t you ask if heaven is real? That’s my hometown, you know? That is where I originate. 

To answer your question, though, permit me to make a point.  

Men just lack an understanding of God. Even I, get amazed sometimes. Let me tell you something…God 

never takes any action without *fully preparing* for it. Before he made the trees, he made everything 

that they needed to survive. He did not make the tree first before the land or water or sunlight. The 

reason he made man last was because man needed all other creation. That should tell you God will 

never promise a thing or start it without fully preparing for it. So if He tells you He will give an eternal 

punishment, what makes you think He would not *fully prepare* the punishment first? 

The same Bible that has never had any prediction wrong tells you there is hell, and you try to find your 

way around that fact. Well, we’ll all see at the end of time. I am not sure I would have played with the 

opportunity men have to make it to heaven.  

EI Rep: Wow amazing. So wait, what you are saying is, you would have grabbed an opportunity to go 

back to heaven? 

Lucifer: Who wouldn’t? God does not give second chances. That is why I have ended up here. I could 

have returned to heaven and taken my place once more. 

EI Rep: Relax, relax. Let’s take this slowly. You are shocking everybody with what you are saying right 

now. Okay, first let us start from this point…do you regret your rebellion? 

Lucifer: Listen to me. My past is brighter than my future. If I have the two options before me, I would 

surely choose the brighter one. That’s all I am saying. But as I said, I cannot also have it that men would 

have the privileges they had. So let’s just leave it as it is. 

EI Rep: Okay, good. That’s enough. Now kindly explain to us, why do you say God does not give second 

chances? Christians believe He does under this dispensation of Grace.  

Lucifer: The Grace you Christians talk about is only a new era. It is just a new set of agreement between 

man and God. It does not mean God has changed to start giving you second chances. If you doubt it, die 

in sin, and request to relive your years. Giving a second chance means going back on one’s initial 

command to offer a favour. And God by His nature will not take His word back. Why do you think when 

Adam and Eve sinned, God did not just give them another chance to live in the garden? God’s words and 

verdicts are final once they are said. And there is no second chance to them. 

EI Rep: Wow that’s fascinating. Well, so far, most of the questions we have asked you were not originally 

scripted. In this third part of the discussion, we are taking our script. In no particular order, let’s get into 

some questions we jotted down before prior to this meeting. We have decided to put them under one 

collection dubbed the Christian Journey and the future. 
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THE CHRISTIAN JOURNEY AND THE FUTURE 
So first of all, don’t you dread the day Jesus will return and you will be sent into eternal damnation?  

Lucifer: I try not to think about that. I focus on the moment I have now and enjoy it to the fullest. There 

are times and seasons. No need to spend today worrying over an inevitable future. After all, I am not 

going to be there alone. Humans will be with me. Even they are not mindful of it. Why should I be? 

EI Rep: Hmm okay, and then what is there that Christians can do to overpower you? 

Lucifer: Get your God’s power. That’s the only thing greater than mine.  

EI Rep: What’s the best way to get God’s power? 

Lucifer: I should say that too? No. Read Biblical accounts of how others got it. Nothing has changed.  

EI Rep: Okay…what do you think is the main reason that men disobey God? 

Lucifer: They don’t know Him. That is just all. Nothing more. Man would not disobey God if they knew 

any aspect of him fully. If humanity should behold God’s fullness in righteousness, might, glory, 

brilliance, creativity, love, beauty or anything at all, there would be no disobedience. 

EI Rep: That’s interesting, but is it not controversial? You knew all of that and still disobeyed him right? 

Lucifer: I was not man. I also had magnificent glory though His was abundantly more. But I had 

something very substantial nonetheless. For men, even the sight of low-ranking angels sends them 

trembling on bended knees. They can’t stand it. How much more that of God?  

EI Rep: Mmmm…sounds logical. The next one is, which spiritual activity causes you the most hurt? Prayer 

or the Word of God? 

Lucifer: None.  

EI Rep: That can’t be true. How do you mean? 

Lucifer: Have you ever seen anyone hold a Bible on the market, and falling down before? And how do 

you think I was able to quote them to Jesus, if I feared scriptures? There is no power in the word that is 

not backed by true in-depth understanding and intimacy with God. If anything harms me, it is not just 

the word, but a Christian who genuinely understands the power in it and uses it. Those are who we 

watch out for. 

EI Rep: What about the prayer? What makes it dangerous for you? 

Lucifer: Prayers are power-packed in equivalence to the power of God in the person making the prayers.  

If you are not powerful as a spiritual person, your prayers are only bridges we walk on. A powerful 

Christian, on the other hand could cause havoc with two words.  

EI Rep: Wow Nice…now which religion is right? Which belief is right? Can men get to God through any 

means or it is only through Christ? 

Lucifer: I will not give you a direct answer, because that will go against me. It is only when people are 

unsure about the right way that I get my dividend. But this is what I will say: no-matter the religion, 
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location or belief you grow up in, if you study extensively with an open mind and heart, you will surely 

arrive at the truth.  

EI Rep: Wow…okay, and then what is making Christianity look so theoretical and powerless in these 

days? 

Lucifer: Money, Fame and Sex.  

EI Rep: Could you expound that a little bit? How are these three the cause of powerless Christianity? 

Lucifer: These are the elements the word revolves around today. The person who has these at his beck 

and call is on top of the world. So however spiritual people try to be, they have to attain all three at 

certain levels by all means. In Biblical times, most people devoted their entire lives in service to God. 

Today, even men of God have to perform more administrative roles than spend time relating with God, 

which is in its own way a step to becoming one or more of the trio.   

EI Rep: So are you saying a Christian must be poor, unpopular and a virgin to be spiritually powerful?  

Lucifer: Possessing the three is not the problem. The process involved in acquiring them is the problem. 

Most of everyone’s time today will be chiefly spent chasing one or more of the three. Power is from 

God. If a Christian wants to be powerful, he must spend time with God to get it. And you cannot do that 

much today, because you have to spend that time chasing some or all of the three.  

EI Rep: Is there any way out to this? Or frankly speaking, is all hope lost for the modern-day Christian? 

Lucifer: Haha…wow, I am giving you too much information, you know? It seems you have forgotten I am 

not on your side. Who would give all such deep secrets to an opponent?  

EI Rep: Oh yeah, we understand that, but you knew it was going to be like this before accepting our 

invitation, right?  

Lucifer: I sure did, which is why we have to close dockets soon. I cannot give you everything. We must 

end it somewhere. Let’s do your last five questions. 

EI Rep: Okay. Last five. Before we start counting, please address the previous one. Can the 21st century 

Christian also become powerful in the midst of the time-wasters you mentioned? 

Lucifer: Oh certainly. Sure. There are Christians today who still get physical angelic visitations. The key to 

experiencing the power of God is to live perpetually in His presence. You should go about your daily 

work, school, social and personal activities cognizant of God’s physical presence around you. And invest 

a lot of time in fellowship with Him. It’s more difficult to do that in this age, but people do it. And they 

see the results. 

EI Rep: Thank you for that. What’s the next big thing for humanity? What should we expect moving on?  

Lucifer: Oh no. You just wasted one question. That’s not for me to say. I told you, I avoid pondering over 

the events of the future. If you want to know, it is all outlined in your Bible.  

EI Rep: Alright. Next one. At what point does someone become born again? Is it when they say the 

sinners’ prayer, get baptized in water or when they start to speak in tongues? 
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Lucifer: That’s a good one. The answer is none of them.  

EI Rep: Okay wait...let’s do a follow up question on that. What happens when someone says the sinners’ 

prayer?  

Lucifer: Nothing happens if nothing happens. Okay, let me explain… 

EI Rep: Right. Please do.  

Lucifer: Becoming born again is a spiritual event. The physical manifestation of that spiritual event is a 

perpetual conviction and decision to continually put God in charge over one’s life; that is, making a 

commitment to live one’s life doing His will, and not that of self. That is it. Everyone who is born again 

has that conviction. People get born again before/after sinners’ prayer, before/after baptism, and 

before/after speaking in tongues.  

Let me tell you this: the Bible is a spiritual book. Most of the concepts in it make sense only in the realm 

of the spirit. If you interpret it to just fit into your physical life, you will get it wrong almost all the time.  

For example today, the church believes that _*“with the mouth, confession is made unto salvation”.*_ 

Yes, the Bible said so, but it is not the physical mouth it meant. So don’t force people to say a bunch of 

words and assume they are saved. Think about this: if it were the physical mouth, how would the deaf 

and dumb be saved?   

EI Rep: Woow…that’s breathtaking. Okay now, when does it look to you that Christ will return? 

Lucifer: You couldn’t have asked that question in a better way. I surely do not know the day, but I can 

tell you, 21st century is most probably the last century in the history of this present earth. Okay one 

more question then we go… 

EI Rep: EI Rep: If there is any genuine advice you can give to Christians about salvation, what will it be? 

Lucifer: Understand Law and Grace. Everyone under grace will be saved, and everyone under law will be 

lost. The problem comes when you are under law and ignorantly presume you are under grace.  

EI Rep: Really? What makes you sure it is that simple? 

Lucifer: That was your last question 

EI Rep: Oh no, just give us a little explanation. 

Lucifer: [silence] 

EI Rep: Oh come on just descri…. 

Lucifer: [disappears and returns no more] 
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COMMENTARY BY EQAY INSPIRE ON THE BIG INTERVIEW 

 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE INTERVIEW 
We understand the emotions that have surrounded this interview. Maybe you have figured out already 

but if you haven’t, then here is the truth: the entire process was purely an intellectual activity. No link, 

connection or friendship was established between Lucifer and Eqay Inspire in any way.  

The piece was birthed after studies pertaining to the character of the father of Lies exposed interesting 

revelations. Putting these truths across in the form of an interview was out of intellectual creativity to 

create a greater impact. And for maximum impact, it had to be regarded as a true interview. If your 

emotions we lifted too high in the process, we apologize.  

For those who were with us in prayers, we pour a million thanks and blessings. Inasmuch as it was not a 

real interview, it was nonetheless a spiritually significant event which needed the strong backing of 

prayers. Thank you very much! 
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WHAT WE HOPE YOU LEARNT 
Here is a highlight of the lessons we hoped you would gather from the interview: 

The Devil with All His Schemes is Resistible 

Snippet of interview 

In the beginning part of the interview, Lucifer vehemently denied being associated with the entire evil 

that exists in the world. He blamed men in every way including what they do when they are possessed 

by evil spirits. 

Lessons 

Evil spirits cannot do anything on earth if we, humans, refuse them to. When God made us, he put us in 

charge of it by asking us to have dominion (Genesis 1:28) over the earth. However unbelievable it may 

seem, if as individuals, we all resolve to live for God, follow His guidelines, and desist from evil, no evil 

will exist in the world.  

This is a challenge to you. Don’t allow the devil any chance into your life. You have the power to stop 

him in every way. James 4:7 says, “submit yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from 

you.” 

Resist the desire for Instant Gratification 

Snippet of Interview 

In the interview, the EI Rep asked Lucifer what makes humans follow his (satan’s) plans. In response, 

Lucifer mentioned instant gratification. 

Lessons 

God’s solutions for us, mostly lie at the end of the tunnel. You would have to go through your 

tribulations before you are given the crown of victory. Just search through scripture and you will be 

amazed. From the simplest to the most compelling ways God intervened with men, the solution lay at 

the end.  

Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego were not rescued by God when they were being fiercely interrogated 

for not bowing. God did not stop the king from sentencing them. They had to endure the fear and panic 

that came with being tied, seeing the blazing fire, and being carried towards the fireplace. God only 

intervened at the far end of the loop, when they were thrown in the fire—when they were probably 

convinced that all was lost.   

In our daily, weekly, yearly and decadal endeavours, we must be mindful of this. Don’t expect God to act 

too fast. Learn to stay on His path, no-matter how long it’s taking.  The thing about God is, He is never 

late. He will most probably not come when you are expecting, but He will be on time.  

During the time you are enduring, the devil may try to lure you with some enticing offers like bribery, 

sexual temptation, and so on, but learn to never fall for that. You will thank goodness if you wait for 

God’s time. 
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Never Side With Your Enemy 

Snippet of interview 

Lucifer mentioned that one of the reasons he rebelled was that he hated the idea of man’s creation.  

Lesson 

Satan hates us. He abhors the thought that anything good will come our way. There is nothing we can 

do to please him and there is nothing he will do to genuinely benefit us. So however tough life may get, 

don’t result to witchcraft, evil powers or anything devilish for any form of solution. The devil is a devil. 

All he wants to ever do is to ruin your life. Never expect any friendly relationship from him.  

Hell is real 

Snippet of interview 

You read Lucifer say that “the same Bible that has never had any prediction wrong tells you there is hell, 

and you try to find your way around that fact” 

Lesson 

Hell’s reality is such a great controversy even in the Christian faith. But one thing is sure: the Bible did 

mention it. The arguments only arise because everyone interprets the words differently. But consider 

this: none of us may ever be certain until after life. And since the idea of hell is such a great scary deal, 

we must not take chances. 

It would be more logical to believe it and discover it is false at the end, than to not believe it, and 

discover that it is true. Because, face it: what you believe won’t change hell’s existence or non-existence. 

God does not give second chances 

Snippet of interview 

At a point in the conversation, Lucifer said in passing that he could have returned to heaven again if not 

that God does not give second chances.  

Lesson 

God never goes back on His word. For that matter, He would not violate an initial order/rule/command 

just to give you another chance. If He said the day you eat of the fruit you shall surely die, nothing will 

change that fact. He is all-loving and all-merciful, but don’t get too carried away by those. He will not 

bend His words for the sake of anyone—not even Himself.   

If we knew God, we would never disobey Him 

Snippet of interview 

You must have also read at a point that if we knew as humans knew any part of God fully, we would not 

disobey Him.  

Lessons 
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We all know God is great, but the truth is, He is greater than our minds are able to imagine. If you should 

commit to studying anything at all about Him, you will soon be so overwhelmed, you would just fall in 

awe at His feet. At that point, following His rules does not feel burdensome any longer. It just flows 

spontaneously. Learn to learn more about the God you worship, and experience a God-kind of life like 

never before.  

Wherever we are born, we can arrive at the truth 

Snippet of interview 

In the interview, this was said. The interviewee refused to declare the way, but said everyone will arrive 

at the truth if the search well. 

Lesson 

Searching, learning, digging and reading to know the truth is one quality our generation lacks. All of us 

think we were born in the right belief systems, but that is certainly not true. We must be ready to 

overstep our bounds and reach deeper; but at the same time, have the wisdom to carefully assess the 

“truth” we already have so we are not swayed into falsehood. If we did this well, all of us would arrive at 

one and only Truth.  

Money, fame and sex are distractors, but not when we chase them God’s way 

Snippet of interview 

You read Lucifer say the search for these three is what wastes our time and prevents us from relating to 

God effectively.  

Lesson 

God has given us everything we need to life and godliness. He has HHis own way of satisfying our needs 

and wants both spiritually and physically. There’s no need to get ahead of God to attain the vanities of 

this life. When we seek Him first, all other things will be added in ways that will not disturb our 

relationship with Him.  

Salvation is not marked by Sinner’s Prayer, Tongues Speaking or Water Baptism  

Snippet of interview 

This one in particular needs no reminder. We know you remember it very well from the dialogue.  

Lessons 

The three are significant, don’t get it wrong. They must continue in the Christian faith, but we must 

understand their true significance. They are not the things that mark salvation. Salvation can only be 

attained when one believes and confesses unto salvation (Romans 10:10). The two must occur. Consider 

the following: 

1. An adolescent whose father (an elder at church) gives him an ultimatum to get Baptized or have 

nothing to do with him as a father. The child does as the father said, just to earn his favour. But the 
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child does not get Christ living inside of him. He did not truly believe and his confession was no 

confession, but rattling of words. 

2. During a crusade, a pagan man who so hates that the crusade is being held close to his house gets 

infuriated. He comes out during the sermon, with the intention of making a scene and distorting the 

smooth progress of the program. As soon as he opens his mouth to shout, the Holy Spirit arrests him 

and he starts speaking in tongues. This is a true story. But the fact that he spoke in tongues did not 

make him saved. He had to believe and confess. 

To believe means accepting that Christ came, is the son of God, died and was raised for your sake  

(Romans 10:9) 

And to confess means declaring in your heart that you have handed over your life to God.  

Understanding Law and Grace 

Snippet of interview 

The part of this interview that probably struck your heart the most was when it was said that everyone 

who is under Grace will be saved, and everyone under Law will be lost.  

Lesson 

Well, the Bible makes it clear in James 2:10 that one must keep the entire law or be accused of violating 

the whole law (when attempting to be saved by the Law). No man can keep the entire Law. So no man 

can be saved by the Law. It is Grace (tapping into the finish work of Christ) that saves us. [It’s involving. 

We shall treat the entire topic. Please stay in touch] 

 

Now, let’s proceed with the comments you posted on our blog, and our response to them. A big 

appreciation to all of you who took the pain to give us feedback. Thank you very much!   
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RESPONSE TO YOUR FEEDBACKS 
Ama: I did learn so much from this piece. As Christians, we ought to tune our minds into fellowshipping 

with God and doing His will. God bless you guys. 

Eqay Inspire: Thank you very much, Ama! You got it all right. God bless you too. 

Agnes Elorm Dunyo: So worth the read…as always! 

Eqay Inspire: Thank you very much, Agnes. You are such a staunch ally to us and we appreciate it. 

Franka Akoto: Awesome! I want to know how one can be under law and ignorantly presume to be under 

Grace. Thanks! 

Eqay Inspire: Gal. 5:4 says, “you who are trying to be justified by the Law have been alienated from 

Christ; you have fallen away from Grace”. It is easy to believe that we are in the dispensation of Grace, 

and are all therefore under Grace. But it is not so. It is possible to fall from Grace. And often, one could 

be fallen from Grace without even noticing. And that fall happens when you begin to think you must 

“attain” salvation, instead of “accept” it as a gift from God through the work of Christ.  

Geoffrey Akorli: That’s a great interview so far, but I’ll want Mr Lucifer to throw more light on those two 

terms: living under Grace and Law. And then explain how we (humans) interchange them. Thanks so 

much for the good work. God bless you more with great ideas. 

Eqay Inspire: Haha…First of all, let’s just say it is not ”Mr Lucifer” who will respond. It’s now Eqay 

Inspire. The answer to Franka’s question probably answered yours too, right? Stay with us, nonetheless. 

Because of your feedbacks, we have put it on plan to do a piece purposely to explain Law and Grace. It 

may not come so quickly, but it will. Let’s stay in touch. 

Justice Elisha: God bless you for such a work. Wowwww! God help us to spend time with Him in this evil 

age where our generation is seriously chasing after money, fame and sex. But I want to know how the 

interview was conducted, who conducted, at what time, and will finally suggest this record should be 

documented in a leaflet so that we can all have access. Thanks! 

Eqay Inspire: Okay, so first of all, this is the document you asked for! We hope it gets to you. To answer 

your questions, no interview was conducted. It was 100% intellectual work. If there was involvement 

from the spirit realm, it was from God not satan. The piece was produced in the form of an interview to 

create a greater impact of the truths we discovered about things pertaining the godliness.  

Isaac: Great piece! Well thought out. Question is: how do you expect me to believe what Lucifer said 

when the Bible says in John 8:44 that “there is no truth in him…when he lies, he speaks his native 

language, for he is a liar and the father of lies.”? Don’t you think you should have interviewed an Angel 

of God to reveal the secrets of Lucifer to us? 

Eqay Inspire: That’s such a great idea, Isaac. Maybe we will do that sometime to reveal other truths. The 

reason, you can believe words from our “Lucifer” though, is that it is not the real satan. That’s why we 

dubbed the interview, an honest discourse with the father of lies. And in the teasers, we stated, this is 

the only time you can believe anything Lucifer will ever say. So your argument is right, but you can trust 

every word in the interview.  
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Theophilus Atiatorme: Wow! Great piece. God bless you Bro and Shower unto you more to keep reminding 

us of the reason for which we are called to this world. Thank you! 

Eqay Inspire: Thank you too very much, Theophilus. We will do so.  

Brown Jubilee: I could read this over and over again, it’s quite unfortunate darkness knows the way more 

than those of the light, or will I say claim to be in the light. This is amazing. And oh yes, lest I forget, I love 

the answer on which religion is the way, because really none is. Christ is. 

Eqay Inspire: You are right, Jubilee! Though this conversation did not involve the devil, it is clear many 

Christians today are fighting an enemy that knows more about what it takes to win than they do. We 

couldn’t agree more with the latter part of your comment too. You nailed it right on the head.  


